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We are a Collaborative Landscape Consultancy
enhancing the way we experience and understand
our environment.

advancing community landscape literacy ▶
LANDSCAPES

+

public spaces
green infrastructure
residential
commercial

VISUALIZATIONS
mapping & diagrams
info & data viz
photo visualizations
video & motion

+

EDUCATION
outreach
articles/lectures
campaign materials
exhibits/competitions

We work at the intersection
of art, science, technology
and education.
ENVIRONMENTALFORMS enhances
the way people experience and understand
their environment. By integrating art, science,
technology and education we create ecologically
and socially impactful experiences.
Our mission is focused on creating a smarter,
more informed population, while enhancing
our cultural and natural environments. We
assist communities in increasing and advancing
their landscape literacy through the design
of landscapes, interpretive experiences and
visualizations.
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Landscape literacy
a cultural practice that entails both understanding the world and transforming it.
The ability to ‘read’ our landscapes is vital in living and adapting to our environment.
(adapted from Anne Whiston Spirn & WPLP)
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increasing community eco-literacy.
de Guzman Residence

LANDSCAPES:residential

de Guzman Residence

Garcia Residence

Mission Viejo Residence

Lyman Residence

Bellevue Residence

de Guzman Residence

ON THE BOARDS

Hollywood Hills Residence

Gartner Residence
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As you walk up the stairs towards the front door, you begin to see
the seating area at the end of the yard. When you reach the final
concrete pad of the initial set of stairs, the medium size shrubs
focuses your sight towards the inviting seating area. Curiosity pulls
you onto the pathway and intrigue grows as you notice the tile
graphics on the side of the concrete benches ahead. As you get
closer to the seating area, the concrete pathway pads gradually
grow farther apart, making you conscious of your steps and slowing down your pace. The seating area opens up to an ‘L’ shaped
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concrete pad of the initial set of stairs, the medium size shrubs

From the street, you don’t really notice the seating area and pathfocuses your sight towards the inviting seating area. Curiosity pulls
way, due to the medium shrubs lining the space. It is only when you
you onto the pathway and intrigue grows as you notice the tile
progress towards the front door that the space reveals itself, giving
graphics on the side of the concrete benches ahead. As you get
guests a nice surprise when visiting the Ignacios.
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design with new tile (tbd)

new concrete
pad

Bench Elevation

closer to the seating area, the concrete pathway pads gradually
grow farther apart, making you conscious of your steps and slowing down your pace. The seating area opens up to an ‘L’ shaped
concrete bench, deciduous shrubs and river rock. When you finally
pause and sit down, you are directed to the nice view. You then
notice that the existing river rock streambed is subtly connected
to the new space. The river rocks, shrubs and tiles signify a natural
spring and the start of the streambed.

existing house

From the street, you don’t really notice the seating area and pathway, due to the medium shrubs lining the space. It is only when you
progress towards the front door that the space reveals itself, giving
guests a nice surprise when visiting the Ignacios.
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ENVIRONMENTALFORMS
LLA: CA #5800

LEED AP (BD+C)

southern california
info@envforms.com
949.436.8621

www.envforms.com
@envforms
/envforms

